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1. Overview
During the Precinct Planning and rezoning of the Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct an analysis of the riparian corridors
within the precinct was undertaken. The final zoning plans and Indicative Layout Plan incorporated some areas of poor
environmental value within environmental protection areas– specifically the Riparian Protection Area and E2 Zone. This
has caused an imbalance in the application of the ‘averaging rule’ for Riparian Corridors set out by the NSW Office of
Water (NOW).
In reviewing the ‘give and take’ offsets applied to even the edges of the riparian corridors as part of the Precinct Planning,
it is apparent that more land has been allocated to the adopted Riparian Protection area than was required to balance
the offset scheme.
This Riparian Protection Area Analysis has been prepared in consultation with the Department of Planning, Camden
Council and EcoLogical and seeks to: establish the extent of the imbalance, recalculate and redefine the outer riparian
corridor boundary and thus correct the existing imbalance. Accordingly, this analysis also seeks to identify surplus land
that is not required to be retained for environmental conservation or offset, to be removed from the Riparian Protection
Area and E2 Zone.
2. Determination of Riparian Protection Areas for Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct
During the Precinct Planning for the Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct the riparian areas were determined under detailed
investigation by Eco Logical Australia (ELA). As part of the final establishment of the Riparian Protection Areas, the
defined riparian corridors were reviewed to even the boundaries to provide a more regular interface to the future urban
development. This process is documented in ‘Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct Riparian Assessment – Addendum 1’
prepared by ELA dated 15 October 2013. In particular, ‘Figure 4 – Riparian averaging plan’ in the Addendum illustrates
the positive and negative offsets to average the outer riparian areas of the riparian corridor.
It is noted that the approach to average the outer riparian corridors was undertaken in accordance with the ‘averaging
rule’ contained within the NSW Office of Water’s “Guidelines for riparian corridors on waterfront land (2012)”, which
allows non-riparian corridor activities and uses within the outer 50 percent of a riparian corridor providing an equal
amount of non-riparian land is positively offset to compensate the ‘loss’ of any riparian land. This is explained and
documented in the ELA Addendum.
3. Precinct-wide Riparian Averaging Offsets Calculation
Land area calculations have been applied to the ‘Riparian averaging plan’ prepared by ELA, which is included in Figure
1. The calculations demonstrate that there is a gain in Riparian Protection Area land across the whole Catherine Fields
(Part) Precinct by approximately 1 hectare. A summary of the calculations from Figure 1 for each landowner group is
outlined in Table 1.

Table 1 – Summary of Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct Riparian Averaging Calculations
Landowner
Negative Offset
Positive Offset
2
Hixson Pty Ltd
16,276m
22,557m2
Dandaloo Pty Ltd
2,584m2
2,057m2
2
Edgewater Homes Pty Ltd
6,476m
7,376m2
GDC Pty Ltd
15,789m2
19,849m2
2
Others
373m
617m2
TOTAL
41,498m2
52,456m2

Balance
+ 6,281m2
- 527m2
+ 900m2
+ 4,060m2
+ 244m2
+ 10,958m2

The calculation of land areas for the ‘give and take’ averaging of riparian corridor outer areas results in an additional
1.0958 hectares of Riparian Protection Area land.
4. Catherine Park Estate Riparian Averaging Offsets Calculation
The Catherine Park Estate landholdings include Hixson Pty Ltd, Dandaloo Pty Ltd and Edgewater Homes Pty Ltd. The
land area calculations applying to this holdings using the ‘Riparian averaging plan’ prepared by ELA are included in
Figure 2. The calculations demonstrated that there is a gain in Riparian Protection Area land within the Catherine Park
Estate project of approximately 0.66 hectares. A summary of the calculations for each landowner group from Figure 2
are outlined in Table 2.
Table 2 – Summary of Catherine Park Estate Riparian Averaging Calculations
Landowner
Negative Offset
Positive Offset
2
Hixson Pty Ltd
16,276m
22,557m2
Dandaloo Pty Ltd
2,584m2
2,057m2
2
Edgewater Homes Pty Ltd
6,476m
7,376m2
TOTAL
25,336m2
31,990m2

Balance
+ 6,281m2
- 527m2
+ 900m2
+ 6,654m2

The calculation of land areas for the ‘give and take’ averaging of riparian corridor outer areas results in an additional
0.6654 hectares of Riparian Protection Area land within the Catherine Park Estate landholdings.
5. Catherine Park Estate Total Riparian Protection Area Land
A calculation of the current total Riparian Protection Area land for the Catherine Park Estate landholdings has been
undertaken for each landholding (Hixson Pty Ltd, Dandaloo Pty Ltd and Edgewater Homes Pty Ltd), which is included
in Figure 3. This total represents the areas in the SEPP Maps data provided by the NSW Department of Planning under
a licence agreement. A summary of the total land areas of Riparian Protection Area land from Figure 3 is outlined in
Table 3 below.
Table 3 – Summary of Riparian Protection Area Land Area by Landowner in Catherine Park Estate
Landowner
Riparian Protection Area Land
Hixson Pty Ltd
19.9482ha
Dandaloo Pty Ltd
3.1469ha
Edgewater Homes Pty Ltd
0.7765ha
TOTAL
23.8716ha
There is a total of 23.8716 hectares within the Catherine Park Estate project that was established as part of the rezoning
for the Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct. Given that there has been an over-provision of land dedicated to Riparian Protect
Area of 0.6654 hectares, the minimum area to be dedicated to Riparian Protection Area land within Catherine Park
Estate is 23.2062 hectares.

6. Review of the Averaging of Outer Riparian Corridor Areas in Catherine Park Estate Project
Throughout Catherine Park Estate there are various parcels of land that were added to form the ultimate Riparian
Protection Area as mapped for the in the Growth Centres SEPP. Many of these areas that were added to the Riparian
Protection Area were contributed as part of the averaging process and did not necessarily exhibit riparian significance.
In particular there are two large parcels of land that were included in the adopted Riparian Protection Area where their
respective ‘riparian’ significance appears to be unclear. The two parcels of mention are identified in Figure 4 and are
identified as Area 1 and Area 2. Part of the review of the averaging outcomes is to reconfigure these two parcels.
These two parcels of land identified in Figure 4 are not within the ‘riparian area’ defined in the site assessment by Eco
Logical. Furthermore, they do not contain significant vegetation and the land is not within the area identified to be subject
to flood affectation. It is also apparent that the inclusion of these two areas does not present an efficient use of land or
an improved development outcome in delivering new housing for the Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct.
A summary of the subject areas are identified in Figure 4 identified as Area 1 and Area 2 is described below:
Area 1 The land identified as Area 1 represents a significant widening of the riparian corridor. However, the land
included in the widening does not contain significant vegetation and nor is it subject to flooding, which is
demonstrated in Figure 2-2: Flood prone land in Schedule 4 of the Camden Growth Centres Development
Control Plan. Accordingly, the ‘riparian’ significance of the Area 1 land is not clear and does not appear to
achieve an improved development outcome.
Area 2 It appears that land identified as Area 2 has been off-set to accommodate the future electrical substation.
However, the land identified as the ‘positive’ off-set area, as illustrated in the updated riparian assessment by
Eco Logical Australia, does not contain significant vegetation and represents an irregular expansion of the
riparian area boundary beyond the typical riparian corridor boundary.
Under the revised averaging process, it is proposed to reallocate the majority of land forming these two parcels. There
are also various smaller parcels of land that have been added to the ultimate Riparian Protection Area which are to be
refined.
It is proposed to revise the averaging of the outer riparian corridor areas to provide a more practical outcome for the
Catherine Park Estate area that maintain the integrity of the riparian significance of the subject site. This means rectifying
the imbalance of land that occurred as part of the final averaging outcome prior to finalisation of the rezoning for the
Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct.
7. Revised Averaging of Outer Riparian Corridor Areas in Catherine Park Estate
A revised averaging outcome for the Catherine Park Estate portion of the Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct is included in
Figure 5. The revised outcome observes the initial establishment of riparian land undertaken as part of the Precinct
Planning for the Catherine Fields (Part) Precinct as well as the additional land that was contributed to the Riparian
Protection Areas adopted in the Growth Centres SEPP.
The total land area in the revised Riparian Protection Area for Catherine Park Estate is 23.2383 hectares which is
slightly more land that the current Riparian Protection Area under the Growth Centres SEPP once the over-provision of
riparian land has been deducted. A summary of the land areas for each landholding in Catherine Park Estate from Figure
5 is outlined in Table 4.

Table 4 – Summary of Revised Riparian Protection Area for Catherine Park Estate Landholdings
Landowner
Hixson Pty Ltd
Dandaloo Pty Ltd
Edgewater Homes P/L
TOTAL
Revised RPA
3.7264ha
3.1120ha
0.2263ha
Land Area
10.3041ha
0.2037ha
0.5501ha
19.1462ha
TOTAL
19.1462ha
3.3157ha
0.7764ha
23.2383ha
The current Riparian Protection Area (23.8766 hectares) less the over-provision of riparian land included during the
‘averaging’ process (0.6654 hectares) results in an area of 23.2062 hectares, which is the minimum land area that
needs to be provided in Catherine Park Estate. With the revised Riparian Protection Area having 23.2384 hectares, the
minimum land area requirement is achieved with a slight excess of Riparian Protect Area land.
In summary, the two land areas as identified in (Figure 4) consist of exotic pasture and do not influence the environmental
outcomes necessary to be achieved at the site. The adjustment of the Riparian Protection Area boundary and the E2
Zone boundary as proposed, will therefore not impact the environmental value of the site. It is recommended that these
two parcels of land be rezoned to rectify the existing imbalance of the averaging rule whilst maintaining compliance with
NOW’s Guidelines for Riparian Corridors on Waterfront Land and in turn provide for an improved urban design for
Catherine Park (Part) Precinct.
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